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‘This paper is concerned with determining the limit of exp(A /- B,!e -: C/E’ -1 
E/@)t fort > 0, where A, B, C, E are ~2 x n complex matrices, and s ;‘- r .> I. 
Explicit expressions are derived for the limit under a variety of assumptions. 
Examples are given to justify some of these assumptions. The application of these 
limit theorems to singularly perturbed antonomous linear systems is discussed. 
1. IN’I‘KODUCTION 
‘l’his paper is a direct continuation of the study begun in [I]. In [I], necessary 
and sufficient conditions were dcrivcd for 
X,(t) = &4~-B:c)~ 
to have a limit for all t > 0 for fixed n x n complex matrices A, B. An explicit 
formula for the limit of (1) was given and these results were applied to some 
singularly perturbed autonomous linear systems. 
In this paper wc shall be conccrncd with the existence and calculation of 
limits of 
X,(t) = exp(A(e) + B/c + C/c’ -I- E/c”) t 
where s > I’ > 1, A(E), B, C, E arc n x n matrices, and A(E) is right continuous 
at zero. 
Our notation and terminology will follow that of [l]. In particular, recall that 
X is scmistable if all nonzcro eigenvalues have negative real part and Index 
X < 1. Also the Drazin inverse of a matrix C is denoted CD. The matrix 
(I - Y”Y) X (I - YDY) will be denoted [X; Y]. 
We shall calculate (2) first in the case when E = 0. The Index 1; = I cast 
will then he handled. The method for calculation with more powers of E will 
then be clear. 
In order to more easily see the pattern that emerges with more powers of E, 
we restate the following result from [l]. 
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THEOREM 0. The pointwise &nit of X,(t) = e(A-+Blr)t exists for all f > 0 if ad 
only if B is semistable. If B is semistable, then the limit is 
eta:Wt(J - BDB). 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
It is not hard to see that if 
has a point-wise limit for all t > 0, then Re u(A.,) < 0. However, if 111 > 2, then 
the semistability of A, is no longer necessary or sufficient. In the evaluation of 
our limits, we shall need to be able to evaluate some contour integrals. The 
first is from [l]. We repeat its proof for reference. 
PROPOSITION 1. If Index C = 1, then for small enough contours around BYO, 
- C)-lA(y - C)-ldy = (I - PC) A(1 - CDC). 
Proof. Let C = [z “61, c invertible. Then 
Y [ (y -$-’ ,Iryl[;;: Z;] p --pl ;A I 
= 
1 
Y(Y - WMy - Q-1 (y - C)-ld,, 
A& - q-1 A& I 
which integrates to 
0 0 [ 1 0 A,, since (y - C)-x is analytic at zero. I 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that Index C = 1. Let C be w&ten as [,f 3. Let 
B = [Bij], A = [Au], i, j = 1,2. Then for small contours around zero 
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Y(Y - +%(y - c)-l (y - &l& 
[ 
B,,(y - f?)-l I[ B& = A,,(y - CT-1 42/Y &(Y - e>-l I B,,/Y 
6+0 6 + (y - Q-l&B,,/y 
= [ 0 + &&,(Y - &‘/y A& - &‘B12/y + &B,,/y* 1 ’ 
where 6 indicates a term analytic at zero. Thus the integral of (5) around zero 
is the right side of (4). fl 
3. THE E = 0, V SEMISTABLE CASE 
THEOREM 1. Suppose Index C = 1 and C is semistable. Let 
XJt) = exp(d + B/c + C/e’) t, r>l. (6) 
Then (6) converges for an Y > 2, for all t > 0, if and only if [B; C] is semistable. 
Suppose LB; C] is semistable. 
(i) If r > 2, then. (6) converges to 
etl~;Cl;tB;Cllt(~ - [fj; C]D[fj; C])(I - CDC), (7) 
(ii) If r = 2, then the limit of (6) is the salrae as (7) except a term 
-[[BCoB; C]; [B; C]]t (8) 
is added into the exponential. 
Proof. Since the first part of the proof is like that in [l], we shall omit some 
technical details. Suppose C is semistable. Then ~(-4 + B/E + C/8) is contained 
in the union of two disjoint open sets &r(c), &(E); Sup{Re h j XE QJe)> -+ -co 
and C&(c) contains zero. Let V, , W4?, be contours (depending on 6) around 
Q1(4 Qd4. Let 
and 
(9) 
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Then 
Hence, P,(E) ---f 1/2ti Js, (y - C)-l dy so that PI(e) +- CCD, Pz(e) - (I - CCD), 
since Index C = 1. Also, 
Since eFl(E)*PI(E) + 0, it suffices to compute the limit of eFztEjf. We shall not 
worry about the y-contour around zero but note that once E is taken small enough? 
the contour may be taken independent of E. The contour will be omitted in what 
follows. 
Now 
F2(c) = & j 3 (y - 8-A - clB - C)-l dr 
$ (y - c-Y3 - Cj-l] dy 
= & j y[(y - CA - C-B - C)-L~(~ - E’-~B - C)-l] dy (11) 
+ & j 5 (y - PB - C>-l dr. (12) 
We now compute (12); 
&r j 5 (y - c’-lB - C)-ldy 
1 -- 
27ri J * 5 [(y - c’-lB - C)-WIB(y - C)-1 + (y - C)-11 dy 
= & \ r (y - e-6’ - C)-lB(y - C)-ldy + 0. E 
1 z- 
233-i J
$ [(y - E”lB - C)-k-lB(y - C)-1 $- (y - C)-l]B(y - q-1 dy 
= & j YE - cl’-lB _ q- v-%(y - C)-lB(y - C)-1 dy 
..L L L _ E 2ti 1 Y(Y - CYWY - Cl-l dye 
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Thus from (ll), (12), and Proposition 1, we have for Y = 2; 
FJE) = O(E) + (I - PC) A(I - PC) 
+ &j- y(y - C)-lB(y - C)-lB(y - C)-ldy 
$- (I - PC) B(I - CDC)/~. (13) 
If r > 2, we have 
F,(E) = O(e) + (I - PC) A(I - PC) + (I - PC) B(I - CDC)/c. (14) 
Applying Theorem 0 gives (7) from (14). To see (8), use Proposition 2, 
Theorem 0 and observe that 
I 
- [ 
0 0 C-~BJ~,, I 
0 I- B.P,B,, I[ I[ 
0 
B,,B,,@ B&'&p 0 I- B$B,, I 
=- 
[ 0 0 - 1 (I- B,D,B,,)B,@B,,(I B&B& 
[ I I=--- 0 OD ][' 'I[@ "Ir" B1z]r I-BB,,B,, B,, 0 0 0 0 0 0 'D ]. I-BB,,Bg, 1 
If r < 2, then (6) may diverge. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let A = 0, B = [i 0’1, C = [-i z], and consider (6). Then 
C and [B; C] are both semistable. But (6) will only have a limit for r 3 2. For 
0 < Y < 2, B/c + Clsr has an eigenvalue h(e) such that Re h(e) + co. 
Note that this example, (8) is nonzero. 
4. THE E SEMISTABLE CASE 
By replacing A and B by 0, C by B of Example 1, and D by C of Example 1, we 
see that (2) can diverge if 2r > S. Accordingly, we shall take r 3 2, s > 2r. 
,4ssume E is semistable. As before it suffices to evaluate the following contour 
integral around zero. 
I =--; 
2z-1 s $(y - @A - BE"1 _ C&-r _ E)-l& 
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We shall compute (16) and (17). 
Firs-t (161, 
+ (y - E-C - q-l] qy - E”-‘C - E)-1- d?l 
y(y - ES-IB - @-TC _ E)-lB(r _ &rC _ El-1 w9 
x B(y - l s-C - E)-l dy 
- &‘c - E)-lB(r - E~-rC - E)-1 &,. w 
Part (18) is no problem since s > 2, so cons&r (19). 
1 - 
J 
’ ?f cy - $-rC - Q-l&, - E~--rC - E)-1 & 
2773 CT 
1 E-- 
s li NY 2wi E 
- Es-rC - q-lpqy _ E)-1 
t (y - E)-q B[(y - E’i-‘c - E)-‘Pqy - q-1 -+ (y - E)-l] dy 
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1 
2?ri s 
s (y - E)-lB(y - E)-1 dy (20) 
+ & F-1 J y(y - E~--)‘C - E)-‘C(y - E)-lB(y - E)-1 dy (21) 
=< 
’ + & e---l s y(y - E)-lB(y - es-T - E)-‘C(y - E)-1 dy 
I 
(22) 
+ >& eSs--er’-l 1 y(y - &-TC - E)-lC(y--)-lB(y--~-'C--)-ldy 
(23) 
Now for (17). 
1 
257i s 
~“-~‘c - E)-‘es-‘C(y - E)-1 + (y - E)-l] dy 
1 =- 
27ri s 
3 (y - &T - E)-V$ - E)-1 dy 
1 -- 
27i-i J 
_ $ [(y - E~-‘C - E)-lPC(y - E)-1 + (y - E)-‘]C(y - E)-ldy 
1 * 
25-i J 
y~~-~~[(y - l s-C - E)-lC(y - E)-lC(y - E)-1 dy 
+ & j f y(y - E)-lC(y - E)-l dy. (24) 
Observe that (18), (21), (22), (23) go to zero in E, so that combining (Is)-(23) 
gives 
F,(E) = O(E) + (I - EDE) A(I - EDE) 
@r 
__ 
+ 27Ti s 
y(y - E)-‘C(y - E)-‘Q - E)-l dy 
+ f (I - EDE) B(I - EDE) + f (I - EDE) C(I - EDE). (25) 
Theorem 1 can now be applied to (25) to yield the following result. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that E is semistable. Suppose also that [C; E] is semista- 
ble. Then exp(A + B/c + C/c’ + E/es) t converges pointruise for all t > 0 if and 
only zjc [[B; E]; [C; E]] is semistable. Suppose [[B; E]; [C; E]] is semistable. 
(i) Ifs > 2r, s > 2, the limit is 
e[[a;E]:[c;E]];[[B;E];[c:E117t 0 (26) 
.where_O = (I - [[B; E]; [C; E]ID[[B; E]; [C; E]])(I - [C; EIDIC; E])(I - EDE). 
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(ii) Ifs > 2r, Y = 2, tl~ limit is the same as (26) except a term 
[[[B; EI[C; ww El; [C; Eli; [JR Jm (27) 
is di?ed into the exponendal(26). 
(iii) Ifs = 2r, Y > 2, the Limit is the same as (26) except the term 
[ECDE; E]t is added into the expoxedal (26). (28) 
(iv) If s = 27 = 4, the-n both (27) and (28j are added into the exponential: 
in (26). 
5. E = 0, @ NOT SEMISTABLE 
From Theorems 0, 1 and 2, the pattern that the limit of (3) follows for m > 3 
should be clear. We now turn to examine what happens in (3) if 8, has purely 
imaginary eigenvalues or does not have Index 1. Intuitively, one might expect 
that some d,. will have to dampen the resulting oscillations. For simplicity of 
exposition we shall examine the E = 0 case since as Theorems 1 and 2 show the 
E = 0 case often gives insight into the E f 0 case. 
The first thing to notice is that even if B is stable and Re o(C) < 0, then (2) 
may not have a pointwise limit as the following Example shows. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let A = 0, B = [-: -3, C = [i :I, and consider 
exp(B/< f C/8) t (2% 
where r > 1. We shall show that (29) fails to converge for all f > 0 by showing 
that B/c + C/cl’ has an eigenvalue X(c) such that Re X(c) -+ + CXJ. The largest 
eigenvalue is: 
(-3 + (9 - 4(2 - E”-‘-1))1.‘2)/& (30) 
= -4(2 - ,+r)(3 + (1 f 4+r)1e)-12-1<-1 
Since l - I’ < 0, (30) is positive for small E. Also (30) grows as E~-~E-(~--‘)P-~ = 
P-l)i2 so that (30) goes to +cc as desired. 
Of course, this example shows that in general a complex eigenvalue OL of C 
cannot be dampened out by B if Index (a - Cj > 1. However, even if Index 
(LX - Cj < 1, then a stable B may not be able to dampen out the oscillations. 
To see exactly what the sufficient conditions are, suppose that Re c(Cj < 0 
and Index (a - C) = 1 for all a E u(C) such that Re 2 = 0. By the same argu- 
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ments as used in Theorems 0, 1, 2, it suffices to characterize when ePcEJf has a 
limit where 
k? a contour around a/<’ whose interior is disjoint from the interior of the contours 
around the other purely imaginary eigenvalues and the eigenvalues of negative 
real part. Note that the contours’ centers move apart as E r while their diameters 
grow as e-r. 
Now let s = (X - a~-~) cr. Then (31) becomes 
(s - (@‘A + e’-lB + C))-l ds 
where C, = C - 01, and G? is a contour around zero. From (lo)-(14) we get that 
(s + a)(s - Cm)-lA(s - C&l ds 
+ 
g-2 
x j- (s + a)(s - C,)-lB(s - C,)-Y?(s - C,)-l ds (33) 
+ ;2$ j- (s + a)(s - C,)-lB(s - C&l ds + O(E). 
If Y > 2, then (33) will converge by Theorem 0 if and only if 
& 1 (s - a)(s - CJ-lB(s - C&l ds (34) 
is semistable. But a slight modification of the proof of Proposition 1 gives (34) as 
B, = [B; C,] - a[1 - C,“C,] C,DBC,DC, - cK,“C,BC,~(I - CaDC,). (35) 
We summarize our discussion as follows. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that Re o(C) < 0. Let {q ,..., ol,> be those a: E u(C) 
such that Re 01 = 0. Assume that Index (C - q) = 1 for i = I,..., Y. Then for 
r32 
X,(t) = exp(A + B/E + C/8) t (36) 
converges pointwise for all t > 0 if and onIy <f BEi dejined by (36) is semistable 
for i = l,..., Y. If the limit exists, it is given as follows where C, = C - 01: 
(i) If r > 2, then the limit of (33) is 
gl exp([Q &$)(I - B$%J(I - (GJDCmi). (37) 
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(ii) Ifr = 2, then the term 
I- mLGDB,; Gl; FL; Gil 
+ (C,DB,(I - CwDC,) + (I- C,“C,) E?C,“) fLc,= (38) 
+ (C&D - (I - C,DC,)) B,C,DB,(I - CaDC,))t 
is added into the ith expowntial in (37). 
Iiel,e 
-4, = [A; C,] - a(C,DA(I - C&DC,) + (I - C,DC,) AC&D). (39) 
Proof. Theorem follows from (33)-(35) by Theorem 1 once the integrals in 
are computed. Now from the proof of Proposition 1 
A, = $ j (s + a)(s - c,)-la(s - q-1 ds 
= [A; c,] + $ f (s - c,)y~(s - G-l ds 
= [A; C,] - ol[C,DA(I - C,T,) + (I - c,TJ e?Dl, 
so rhat (39) follows. To see (3X), observe that 
& \ (s + a)(s - C,)-lB(s - C,)-lB(s - C.)-1 ds 3L 
by the proofs of Proposition 2 and Theorem 1 gives 
4BUC,% Cl; P,; Gil 
+ & 1 (s - C,)-lB,(s - C&lB (s - C,)-l ds. (40) 
But (40) is, in the notation of Proposition 2 
6 + (s - cyB,,B,,(s - ~&W (s - ~&1B,,(s - fcyBl,!‘§ - 
+ (s - f?,)-‘B,,B,,/s” 
B,,(s - c-J161,,(s - CJls-1 B,,(s - c&lB,~s-l + B,B,,is” 
$ B,,B,,(s - Q&ls-, 
/ 
But multiplication front and back by I - BEDB, will leave 
[ 
I 0 
0 I - B$JZ,, I[ 
(S - ~,J-LB,2B21(~ - c?~)-~s-~ (S - c?&~B,,(s - c )-lB,,~--l 
B&s - c&lB,,(s - CJls-l B,,(s - c,,,)-lBl,s-l 1 J 
I 0 
x 0 [ I-BB,D,B,, I 
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which integrates to 
= CaDB,(I - C,DC,) B,CaD + CuDBCEDB(I - C,DC,) 
+ (I - C,DC,) BC,DBCeD - (I - C,DC,) BCDB(I - C,T,). 
(38) Now follows. 1 
It should be noted that the stability of B in Theorem 3 is not enough to 
guarantee the semistability of B, . 
EXAMPLE 3. Let C = [i 91, B = [-f -,‘I, A = 0. Then B is stable since both 
eigenvalues are negative real. Also B, for a: = 0 is semistable since it is zero. 
But B, for 01 = --i is e -i] which is not semistable since fi are its eigenvalues. 
Note that in Theorems 0, 1,2,3 one may replace A by A(r) where A(E) is right 
continuous at zero. Then A(0) replaces 9 in the limits. 
6. COMMENTS 
The results of the paper, as explained in [l], have immediate application to 
singularly perturbed autonomous linear systems. 
While the classical assumption of stability is often sufficient, one some times 
may only assume semistability. In [3], the assumption of the semistabilitp of a 
Jacobian was the key to obtaining their results. Stability would have been too 
strong. 
It should be noted that our results provide sufficient and, in some cases, 
necessary conditions for all solutions of the full problem to converge to a solution 
of the reduced problem. This is in contrast to the numerous results on when 
all solutions of the reduced problem are the limit of solutions of the full problem 
(whose initial conditions depend on c). 
For example, consider 
which can be rewritten as 
l sj = - Y (41) 
cj = x, 
(42) 
E.2 = -y. 
Note that y E 0 is the only solution of the reduced problem. The fundamental 
solution of (42) does not have a limit by Theorem 0 since [-i 0’1 is not semistable. 
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However, the solution of (41) such that ~(0) = 4, j,(O) = C-5 for scalars 
/3, y and v = 1 or 2, is O(EO). Equations of this type are studied: for example, 
in [4]. 
Different powers of E may occur explicitly in the formulation of the system. 
There is another way that they can occur. In [I] we considered 
(43) 
where the S,(C) were right continuous at zero and the &(E) were right differentia- 
ble at zero. Suppose, however, that the Bi( E were not right differentiable, but ) 
rather had a Taylor expansion in E)‘, I’ < 1. Say, &(E) = &(O) + By’(O) ci’ + 
@‘(O) E + O(E). For example, &(E) might be satisfying a Lipschitz type of 
condition. Then (43) becomes for 6 = l ’ 
p = (Bp(0) 6-l + B,(O) I?-” + B1(S))x + (B;‘(O) 6-l + BB(0) rs + B,(6))?/, 
where s = (1 - P)--l > 1, and B,(S) is right continuous at B = 0. 
Thus the results of this paper may also be viewed as a direct extension of [l] 
where the assumption of the right differentiability of the B<(e) has been weakened. 
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